Engineering | Analytics | Consulting | Technology

Processing plants often face a number of different challenges and choosing the correct solution can be difficult. Increased reliability and profitability with higher throughputs are among the key factors all operations are striving for. Nexo Solutions develops independent solutions for the process industry worldwide with the objective of positively impacting overall plant economics and reducing environmental impacts.

Nexo Solutions’ global operations assist many industries with specialized technical services such as process separations engineering, advanced analytics and expert consulting. The company also has a selected group of process systems and chemical technologies for critical applications. Nexo Solutions always takes an independent, neutral and unbiased position on all its projects. This philosophy gives the company credibility as an effective troubleshooter and objective solutions developer. The concept goes beyond conventional approaches, with objectives centered on delivering results and performance.

Our portfolio includes:

**Technical Services**
- Process Efficiency & Reliability
- Process Separations Engineering
- Capacity & Throughput Increase
- Contamination Control Programs
- Independent Evaluations and Testing
- Specialized Technical Support
- Troubleshooting (On-Site & Remote)
- Vessel Reconfigurations

**Testing Capabilities**
- Filterability & Extractability
- Emulsion Breaking
- Corrosion & Fouling
- Solids & Liquids Characterization
- On-Site Testing (Gas & Liquid Streams)
- Specialized Testing

**Process Systems**
- NGL Sweetening
- LPG Treating
- Amine Recovery
- BTEX Removal
- Sour Water Treatment
- Slop Oil Treating
- Extractive Separations
- Coalescing

**Chemical Technologies**
- Intellichem HR H₂S removal
- Intellichem MR Mercaptans Removal
- Intellichem EB Emulsion Breakers
- Intellichem CD Solids Dispersants
- Envirosol Advanced Surfactants
- Biosol Bioremediation Products

For additional information about Nexo Solutions and its global operations, please contact us via email at info@NexoSolutions.com or also visit our website at www.NexoSolutions.com